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Scientific simulation and modeling often aid in making critical decisions in such diverse fields as city planning, severe weather prediction, and influenza modeling. In some of these situations, the decisions must be made before a strict deadline, after which the results are of little use. Therefore, it is imperative that these urgent computations begin execution as quickly as possible. The Special PRiority and Urgent Computing Environment (SPRUCE) aims to provide faster access to computational Grid resources for urgent computations. Participating Grid resources define local policies that dictate how urgent computing jobs are handled. For instance, some resources may kill currently running jobs to allow immediate access, whereas other resources may only grant next-to-run status. However, the user is still faced with the challenging problem of resource selection. In particular, the user must select the configuration (i.e., specification of the computational resource, data repositories, urgent computing policy and runtime parameters) that will provide the highest probability of meeting the desired deadline. The purpose of this thesis is to present and evaluate a set of methodologies and heuristics that generate empirically based, probabilistic upper bounds for the total turnaround time (i.e., file staging, batch queue, and execution delay) for urgent computations. These upper bounds may then be used to guide the user in selecting a configuration that offers the greatest probability of meeting a given deadline. Also provided to guide the user is supplemental data, such as the current queue state at each resource and the historical reliability of the computation at a given resource.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Scientific simulation and analysis are often used to guide critical decisions. For example, global climate modeling influenced the development of the Kyoto protocol [1]. Another example is the use of computerized models to aid cities in planning new freeways or to ease congestion [2]. These examples highlight the importance of scientific simulation and modeling in the decision-making process. However, both these examples exhibit little urgency in obtaining the results from a computer simulation. In contrast to these examples is a domain of problems in which there exists only a brief decision-making window that operates under strict deadlines. Often, in this domain of urgent computing, late results are useless results. For instance, a tornado modeling application must provide accurate results with enough warning that the residents in the target area can seek shelter. Similar situations occur in scenarios involving wildfires, hurricanes, and tracking of urban airflow contaminants. In order to meet the deadlines, it is necessary for such urgent computations to access Grid resources easily and quickly.

The Special PRiority and Urgent Computing Environment (SPRUCE) [3, 4] is a token-based framework that enables these high-priority urgent computations to efficiently access Grid resources with elevated priorities. Computational resources that participate are given the flexibility to decide locally how they will respond to urgent computation requests. However, the problem of resource selection is left to the user. The user’s primary concern is completing the urgent computation prior to the deadline. One method to determine the feasibility of meeting the deadline is to generate a
probabilistic upper bound on the total turnaround time, which consists of the delay incurred for any file staging (both input and output), the resource allocation delay (i.e., batch queue delay), and the execution delay.

This thesis introduces a set of methodologies and heuristics that, taken together, seek to generate a probabilistic upper bound for a configuration—in other words, a specification of the data repositories, computational resource, runtime parameters and policy. These methodologies and heuristics are included as part of the Advisor, a prototype of a tool that aims to guide an urgent computing user in resource selection. The Advisor also presents supplementary data, such as the current queue state of each resource and the historical reliability of the given application on each resource, that may further aid the user in selecting a resource with greater confidence that the computation will complete prior to the deadline.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a literature review of related work is presented. Chapter 3 introduces the SPRUCE framework, which serves as the context for this work. In Chapter 4, the methodologies and heuristics that make up the Advisor implementation are introduced. Chapter 5 describes a series of experiments that demonstrate the correctness and utility of the upper bounds for a case study application. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 6 and future work is detailed in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

Many current approaches to the Grid resource selection problem seek to reduce the total turnaround time (or more simply, some aspect of the total turnaround time such as execution delay or communication cost). However, these approaches are not suitable for urgent computing. In this domain, there is often little utility in initiating a computation if a deadline cannot be met. Thus, reducing the total turnaround time does not directly answer the question of whether the deadline is feasible. Furthermore, the traditional Grid resource selection problem is complicated by the fact that each resource may have multiple policies in place for handling urgent requests (e.g., promoting the job to next-to-run status, preemption) that depend on the urgency level of the computation in question. These policies will directly affect how long an urgent computation waits in a batch queue and, thus, the probability of meeting a given deadline. In many cases, these policies represent new mechanisms at a given resource, resulting in a lack of statistical data on which to generate probabilistic bounds. In addition, accurate techniques for bounding the delay for these policies are necessary despite the fact that actual occurrences of urgent computing events utilizing these policies may be rare. The remainder of this chapter presents an overview of a few of the current approaches to the general Grid resource selection problem and how they can be used to help solve the resource selection problem for urgent computing.

Schopf [5] presents a brief overview of the tasks a Grid resource scheduler should perform. The tasks are separated into three classes: resource discovery, system se-
lection and job execution. Resource discovery includes determining the subset of machines the given user has authorization for that also meet the minimum necessary job requirements (e.g., OS, RAM, connectivity, disk space). SPRUCE explicitly handles this step with a warm standby mechanism, which is discussed in Chapter 3.1. System selection tasks consist of gathering dynamic information and selecting a system based on this information. This is exactly the functionality that the Advisor provides. Additionally, the Advisor ranks the resources and configurations by the probability of meeting the deadline. The final stage is execution, which includes advance reservation, job submission, preparation, monitoring, job completion and cleanup. Currently, the Advisor is not responsible for scheduling the urgent computations. Rather, it simply guides the user in resource selection. Schopf raises an issue about scheduling that SPRUCE should consider: What if the submitted application is not achieving the predicted performance? One solution is speculative execution (i.e., submitting the job to multiple resources). Once one copy begins execution, the remaining jobs can be killed or allowed to complete execution for reliability. While not explicitly part of the Advisor’s functionality, a poorly performing urgent application may result in a reinvocation of the Advisor to select a new resource on which to run. Thus, the Advisor may be invoked repeatedly.

One approach in Grid resource scheduling is a reputation-based methodology adapted from the P2P EigenTrust algorithm [6]. Here, entities on the Grid (e.g., users, resources, or services) have a reputation and trust value associated with them. The reputation is based on past behavior; the trust value is calculated by examining the trust of the institution that owns the entity and the trust value of the entity based on the contexts it supports. The incorporation of reputation and trust serve to avoid underprovisioned and malicious resources. In the setting of urgent computing, high levels of trust and reputation are implicit. The set of resources for a given application is predetermined. In fact, SPRUCE’s warm standby mechanism requires
that each potential resource for a given urgent application already have a debugged and tuned version of that application. Furthermore, the application will have a validation history of past performance on each resource. Thus, the problem of a malicious entity is not a concern in the SPRUCE context.

The *matchmaking* and *ClassAds* framework employed by Condor [7] attempts to pair resource requests with matching resources through a classified ads approach [8]. In particular, resources advertise their characteristics, and users advertise their requests. The matchmaker attempts to find matches between these advertisements. The matchmaker framework attempts to solve some of the problems that occur when trying to apply traditional resource management techniques to high-throughput environments (i.e., environments where resources are distributively owned and heterogeneous). In SPRUCE, the warm standby resources are the potential matches – the Advisor needs only to rank them based on both real-time and historical data. The matchmaker has a ranking feature that evaluates some rank function for each resource. For the Advisor, this ranking is based on the probabilistic upper bounds on the total turnaround time for the application on a given resource. The purpose of this research is to develop the methodology behind generating these bounds.

Liu, et al. [9] extend Condor’s *ClassAds* language to enable set matching, that is, to select multiple resources for a single job. Their research deals specifically with workflows, where multiple interacting components are run on separate computational resources. Their experiments considered both execution and communication costs. However, their aim is to select a set of resources that minimizes execution time; their approach does not provide insight into whether a given deadline will be met. Also, they do not consider batch queue delay. The research presented here does not include workflow applications, though this is a domain for future work.

Another approach to Grid resource scheduling is through the use of economic models
In such an approach, a computational economy framework is used for resource allocation, as well as regulating supply and demand. The computational economy is derived by charging users the value they get from their results. SPRUCE does employ a very coarse-grained economic model. SPRUCE users pay a higher price (i.e., a token) in order to secure higher priority, and they may “shop around” at the resources to which they have permission to submit urgent jobs in order to find a resource that offers the best probability of meeting their deadline. The resource providers, in turn, have a coarse ability to set their price. For instance, a resource owner can charge a higher price for a preemptive job by granting the priority to a small subset of urgent computing users. SPRUCE users that do not have permission to submit at that high urgency level are, effectively, unable to pay that price. Similarly, resource owners can choose not to offer some priority mechanisms (such as preemption). Also, resource owners may choose to charge SPRUCE users additional CPU hours for jobs that receive elevated priority. SPRUCE users will most likely be interested in paying the minimum possible to meet their deadline; however, a methodology still must be developed to determine the probability of meeting that deadline.

Nurmi et al. [11] enhance a workflow scheduler to incorporate aspects of batch queue delay [12] and application performance [13]. Their approach deals specifically with workflow applications that consist of interacting components that may execute simultaneously on distinct resources. Similar to the approach outlined in this thesis, they make use of a technique that predicts a bound on the amount of delay a job will experience in a batch queue [12]. Their results show that they are able to reduce the total turnaround time. In order to estimate the execution time, they generated a parameterized performance model based on the hardware characteristics of each resource and the application’s behavior (i.e., memory usage and floating point operations). Communication costs are also included in the model. The purpose of the performance model is not to predict the exact execution time but rather
to provide an estimate that can be used by the scheduler to evaluate the effectiveness of the hardware configuration for the current workflow. While containing many similarities with the work described in this thesis, there are three primary differences. First, this thesis proposes an approach that generates a bound on the total turnaround time in order to determine how likely a given configuration is to meet a deadline. In contrast, their approach seeks only to minimize the turnaround time, with no guarantees regarding the deadline. Second, they consider only communication costs between components and generate predictions using Network Weather Service probes. TCP-based Network Weather Service probes are inadequate for predicting large GridFTP file transfers, which is discussed in Chapter 4.1. Finally, their work is geared to workflow applications consisting of multiple interacting components whereas our methodology is simplified to a more traditional parallel application that executes on a single resource.
Chapter 3

Special PRiority and Urgent Computing Environment (SPRUCE)

The Grid-based SPRUCE architecture is designed to meet the following requirements:

- A “session” in which urgent computation jobs may be submitted should be clearly defined.

- The ability to initiate a session should be easily transferable to avoid a single point of failure in emergency situations.

- Users associated with a session are able to submit urgent computations to any permissible resource.

- The framework should support flexible urgent computing policy choices to be determined and implemented by Grid resource providers.

SPRUCE fulfills these requirements by using a token-based architecture. An urgent computing session begins with the activation of a token via a web portal or web service invocation. Tokens are simply 16-character strings (see Figure 3.1), which are easily transferable. Furthermore, tokens are created with three static attributes. First, each SPRUCE token is associated with a set of resources. When activated, urgent jobs will be granted high-priority access only at these resources. Second, the token is created with a lifetime, which specifies the duration of the urgent computing session. Third, each token is created with a maximum urgency level. There are three
priority levels: red (critical), orange (high), and yellow (medium). Naturally, jobs with a higher urgency will displace those with a lower urgency when resources are scarce. Also, multiple levels allow the resource provider to specify multiple responses based on the urgency of a request. Once a token is created, the token-holder is able to associate a set of users with the token. Users may be added to or removed from a valid token at any time. A token is valid once it is created until its session expires. The associated users have the right to submit elevated priority jobs to any of the associated resources at the permitted urgency levels.

Figure 3.1: A SPRUCE right-of-way token.

One of the defining design features of SPRUCE is that computational resource policies are created and implemented by the resource owners. That is, SPRUCE does not dictate how a resource must respond to an urgent computation request. For instance, two resources could have the policies depicted in Table 3.1. In this example, Resource 1 has different responses for each urgency level and, as the urgency increases, so does the response. Resource 2, in comparison, effectively ignores “medium” priority jobs (i.e., treats them as normal, non-SPRUCE jobs) and handles “high” and “critical” jobs in a similar fashion. This flexibility allows resource owners to retain ultimate control over their resources and will lead to an easier adoption of SPRUCE by re-
source owners.

Table 3.1: Hypothetical resource policies for urgent computing requests. Policies are decided locally and not dictated by SPRUCE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urgency</th>
<th>Resource 1</th>
<th>Resource 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Elevated queue priority</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Next-To-Run</td>
<td>Next-To-Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Preemption</td>
<td>Next-To-Run</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Currently, the scientists must determine the urgency level of their request based on the perceived importance of their computation. However, it is important that SPRUCE users adhere to the policies in place at each resource and use good judgment. All urgent computing job submissions are logged, and misuse is handled by the appropriate system administrators. Such policy issues are outside the scope of this thesis.

### 3.1 Warm Standby

In order for emergency applications to be ready for an urgent computation, the application must be ready for immediate use (i.e., there is no time to test, debug, or tune the application). Thus, the code must be “frozen” in a ready-to-run state. In terms of SPRUCE, such an application is said to be in “warm standby.” In a Grid environment, many potential large-scale computational resources may be available. Because there is no time to port an application to a new system in an urgent situation, part of the warm standby process includes selecting a small set of resources that are well suited for the given application. Furthermore, the warm standby process includes periodic tests of the application on the selected resources. These tests will ensure that there have been no underlying changes in the Grid infrastructure (e.g., changes to the computational resource environment and GridFTP servers continue
to function properly). In addition, periodic testing will also enable performance monitoring of the application on the various computational resources, which will be useful for generating bounds on execution delay as well as creating a validation history.
Chapter 4

Advisor: Deadline-Based Grid Resource Selection

The purpose of this master’s degree research is to develop and evaluate a set of methodologies and heuristics that can aid a user in resource selection for urgent computing. This is primarily achieved by generating a probabilistic upper bound on the total turnaround time for the urgent computation on a particular resource. The total turnaround time, as depicted in Figure 4.1, consists of the file staging delay (both input and output), the resource allocation delay (i.e., batch queue delay), and the execution delay.

Figure 4.1: The four phases of the total turnaround time for an urgent computation. First, any necessary input files are staged to the resource (1). Then, the computation is submitted to the batch scheduler (2). Third, the job executes on the resource (3). Finally, any output file staging is completed (4).
An urgent computation may have many *configurations*. A configuration consists of a single specific instance of an urgent computation. For example, consider an application that has three warm standby resources. On each resource it has amassed performance data for runs on 64 and 128 nodes. The application requires one input file that is available from four different repositories. The application may be submitted at all SPRUCE urgencies (i.e., “medium,” “high,” and “critical”) and normal priority (i.e., no SPRUCE) at each resource where each urgency results in a distinct policy. Thus, there are 96 different configurations (3 resources * 2 node specifications * 4 input repositories * 4 policy choices = 96). The user is interested in knowing which configuration provides the greatest probability of meeting a given deadline.

For a given configuration, one can predict an upper quantile on the total turnaround time, which serves as a probabilistic upper bound. For instance, if the 0.95 quantile for the delay is 100,000 seconds, then there is a 95% chance that the delay will be less than 100,000 seconds. Each of the individual phases of the total turnaround time (see Figure 4.1) may be bounded individually: (i) input file staging delay (quantile $I_Q$ corresponds to an upper bound $I_B$), (ii) resource allocation delay (e.g., queue delay) ($R_Q$, $R_B$), (iii) execution delay ($E_Q$, $E_B$) and (iv) output file staging delay ($O_Q$, $O_B$). In the simple case where each of these phases is independent (i.e., no overlap), a bound on the total turnaround time can be computed as follows:

$$\text{An upper } I_Q \times R_Q \times E_Q \times O_Q \text{ quantile corresponding to a bound of } I_B + R_B + E_B + O_B.$$ 

This composite quantile is conservative in that the composite quantile is *at least* the product of the individual quantiles. In reality, this value represents the probability that all four upper bounds are satisfied individually. For example, if each of the four individual phases is bounded by an upper 0.95 quantile, then the composite
quantile is the upper 0.815 quantile. This corresponds to a probabilistic upper bound that there is an 81.5% chance all four individual phase upper bounds are satisfied. Clearly, if each individual bound is exceeded, then the sum of the individual delays will exceed the composite upper bound. However, this composite quantile does not include the situations where at least one of the individual bounds is satisfied as well as the composite bound. This occurs when the overprediction of the satisfied bound compensates for the underprediction of the individual bound or bounds that are exceeded. In the context of urgent computing, this conservativeness is acceptable, as it is better to err on the conservative side in order to reduce the chances that the results are produced after the deadline.

In the following three subsections, the methodology for predicting the individual phase quantiles is presented. For the most part, these calculations use pre-existing technologies. The novel contributions and uses of this research will be highlighted.

4.1 Input and Output File Staging Bounds Prediction ($I_Q$, $I_B$ and $O_Q$, $O_B$)

The underlying methodology for bounding the input and output file staging delays (phases 1 and 4 in Figure 4.1) is the same. In the case of multiple input or output files that originate from a single source or are transferred to a single destination, it is preferred to transfer the input or output data as a single bundled transfer. This procedure will avoid lowering the overall quantile that occurs when the quantiles are combined to generate a composite upper bound.

The predicted upper bound for the output file staging delay suffers from an inherent obstacle, namely, that the predictions are based off the current network bandwidth but the actual file transfers will not occur until some later point in time (i.e., after
the conclusion of the input file staging, resource allocation and execution phases). The greater the span of time between the prediction and actual transfer, the greater the probability that the bandwidth behavior may have changed. Part of this research examines how the performance of these predictions fare in a case study application (see Chapter 5) where the output file staging occurs 2–15 hours after the predictions are made.

The Network Weather Service (NWS) provides the necessary functionality to periodically measure the bandwidth between a source and destination and make predictions on expected bandwidth [14]. Furthermore, a probabilistic upper bound can be created for some measurement streams by using the mean square error (MSE) as a sample variance of a normal distribution and then calculating the upper confidence interval. For example, one can calculate the upper 95% confidence interval as $\text{forecast} + 1.64 * \sqrt{\text{MSE}}$. However, complications arose while trying to predict the bandwidth achieved for GridFTP transfers using the TCP-based NWS probes. In many cases, particularly involving sources and destinations that were part of the TeraGrid [15] that exhibited high bandwidth rates, the probes were unable to match the bandwidth behavior achieved by the GridFTP transfers. For an example of this problem, see Figure 4.2. Here, the transfers exhibit much more variability and a higher peak bandwidth. The transfers also exhibit more of a bimodal appearance. Moreover, the probes and transfers both appeared to be traveling the same path from source to destination and modest attempts at scaling up the probe size were not helpful. In another experiment, the size of the file used in the GridFTP transfers was modified to match the size of the probes. In Figure 4.3, the results of one such experiment are shown. As before, the transfers exhibit a bimodal behavior and a higher peak bandwidth. One tool that was useful in comparing the bandwidth series was $\text{ts\_comp}$ [16]. This tool uses techniques that remove differences in shift and scale while comparing one time series with another. In many cases, however, the tool was
unable to report a similarity matching between a probe series and the corresponding GridFTP transfer series.

Figure 4.2: On the left is a plot of the bandwidth achieved by 1,049 2 MB TCP-based probes that are sent every 15 minutes between the Indiana input source and Mercury. On the right are the corresponding transfers of a 171 MB file that is transferred via GridFTP every 15 minutes.

The above data clearly indicates that the small TCP-based probes used by NWS are unable to match the behavior of GridFTP transfers. As a result, a GridFTP probe framework was implemented that periodically measures the bandwidth between the source and destinations by transferring probes via GridFTP. These probes were individually tuned for each source-destination pair until the probe bandwidth and transfer bandwidth were similar. The GridFTP framework produced results that more closely matched the behavior of the actual GridFTP transfers. An actual NWS
Figure 4.3: On the left is a plot of the bandwidth achieved by 154 2 MB TCP-based probes that are sent every 15 minutes between the Indiana input source and Tungsten. On the right are the corresponding transfers of a 2 MB file that is transferred via GridFTP every 15 minutes between the source and destination.
installation is still used to track each series and generate the necessary probabilistic bounds based on those probes.

### 4.2 Resource Allocation Bounds Prediction \((R_Q, R_B)\)

The resource allocation delay (phase 2 of Figure 4.1) represents the amount of delay from when a job is submitted to a resource until it begins execution. One of the primary methods that SPRUCE uses for urgent computing is reducing the batch queue delay through elevating the priority of urgent computations. However, the amount of queue delay an urgent computation will experience depends not only upon the resource load, but the local policy that each resource implements for the given urgency level. This policy details how urgent requests are handled. Currently, two policies have been implemented, other than the normal (i.e., no SPRUCE) priority:

1. **Next-to-run** – The job is designated as the next job to run.

2. **Preemption** – If necessary, jobs that are currently executing are killed to free up the necessary resources for the preemptive job.

In order to generate the probabilistic bounds for the normal priority resource allocation delay, the existing Queue Bounds Estimation from Time Series (QBETS) [17] technology is used. This service is already included in the TeraGrid portal. At the heart of the QBETS methodology is a technique the authors call the Binomial Method Batch Predictor (BMBP) [12]. For computations that are submitted at a normal priority, QBETS can be queried for a desired upper quantile. Currently, the tool supports the upper 0.95, 0.75, and 0.50 quantiles for a given resource and queue.
For the next-to-run priority, the authors of QBETS have modified their tool in order to generate bounds for next-to-run jobs. In the modified tool, a Monte Carlo simulation of next-to-run batch queue delays is conducted based on previously observed job history. This simulation produces a distribution of next-to-run delays for a number of different job sizes. From these distributions, the tool predicts bounds on the next-to-run delay for a job using the same internal software infrastructure as the original QBETS. Part of the purpose of this research is to validate this methodology for the next-to-run priority. Also, it is the first example of using this bounds generator in the context of resource selection.

For the preemption policy choice, the authors of QBETS have extracted the BMBP methodology that is at the heart of QBETS to create a tool that can be applied to an unknown distribution rather than a time series. This tool is then used to predict bounds on the preemption delay based on previously observed preemption delays for similarly sized jobs. This research is the first to attempt to use this methodology in such a manner. The methodology appears to be a good fit because it is nonparametric and general.

The probabilistic bounds generated for the preemption policy involve a number of assumptions. For example, it is assumed that there are enough nodes available to preempt. In two cases, this assumption may not hold. First, there may not be enough responsive nodes available to preempt; for example, if a resource has 64 nodes but 10 nodes are down, it will not be able to allocate a preemptive job requesting more than 54 nodes. Second, depending on the policy, preemptive jobs may not be able to preempt other preemptive jobs (such is the case at the UC/ANL IA-64 TeraGrid resource). In this case, a preemptive job will wait in the queue until there are enough nodes freed up by the completion of earlier preemptive jobs. In such a scenario it is assumed that the bounds predicted will be incorrect. Also, the preemptive bounds generated by this method assume that a resource is completely used. In
other words, the history used by the methodology only includes samples of when all the requested nodes had to be preempted. In practice, some of the requested nodes may already be free, resulting in a shorter preemption delay because fewer nodes are being preempted.

Several situations may arise in which the above methodologies will perform poorly. For example, consider the case where a resource is idle and the requested nodes are immediately available. In this situation, a job could be submitted with no SPRUCE urgency and begin executing almost immediately. However, the bounds generated for the various policies would most likely be excruciatingly conservative despite the fact that this scenario is clear from the current state of the resource. This situation occurs because the above methodologies generate resource allocation bounds based on past job history and not on the current queue state. As another example, consider the situation where it is clear from the queue state that there may be a queue delay that exceeds the predicted upper bound. Such an instance may occur for a normal priority job when a massive job is submitted that requests most of the nodes begins executing before the urgent computation. For a SPRUCE job, a similar situation arises when other SPRUCE jobs of the same or higher priority are submitted prior to the job in question. These situations are a direct result of predictions that are based entirely off of historical data. While the historical data may provide correct predictions from a mathematical standpoint, there may be cases where simple inspection of the current state may provide additional insight. For resources using the Globus toolkit, the current state of the resource may be available via the Monitoring and Discovery Services framework (MDS) [18]. This framework allows for the current state of participating resources to be discovered via a web service call. Thus, by reporting back both the probabilistic bound and the current state of the resource, a user can ascertain whether such situations exist.
4.3 Execution Bounds Prediction

Similar to preemption batch queue bound predictions, the modified BMBP tool is again used to generate probabilistic upper bounds on the execution delay (phase 3 in Figure 4.1). Again, the present research is the first to use this methodology to predict an upper bound on execution delay. This approach exploits the fact that the warm standby mechanism will be creating a log of periodic executions of the application on typical input sizes in order to validate that the application is ready for urgent use.

4.4 Improving the Composite Quantile and Bound

As mentioned, the composite quantile is conservative in that it represents the probability that the delay for each of the individual phases (i.e., file staging, resource allocation, and execution) is satisfied. Even when targeting high quantiles for the individual phases, the composite quantile quickly decreases (e.g., targeting the 0.95 quantiles for input file staging, resource allocation, execution and output file staging results in the composite 0.815 quantile). However, the composite quantile can be increased, either through overlapping phases of the urgent computation or through speculative execution. Each of these approaches is briefly discussed below.

4.4.1 Overlapping Phases of the Urgent Computation

In the above formulation of the composite upper bound, the clause of independence requires that the four phases occur one at a time (e.g., no overlap). By requiring phase independence, however, one ignores a relatively straightforward opportunity to both reduce the composite bound and increase the corresponding quantile. The most
obvious opportunity for overlap is by staging the input files while the job is waiting in the batch queue (see Figure 4.4). Clearly, the application must be able to handle the situation in which it begins execution before the input data arrives. A simple solution (though potentially wasteful in terms of unnecessary cycles) is to have the application “spin” until the input is available. In this situation, any time that the application spends in the queue while data is being transferred is an actual decrease in the overall delay of the total turnaround time. However, the primary benefit is in the calculation of the bound. Consider the following example. For a given urgent application, the input files have a probability of 0.90 of being transferred in 10 minutes, a probability of 0.95 of being transferred in 20 minutes, and a probability of 0.99 of being transferred in 30 minutes. Similarly, the job has a probability of 0.75 of beginning execution in 10 minutes, a probability of 0.85 of starting execution in 20 minutes, and a probability of 0.95 of starting execution in 30 minutes. In the serial case, one could generate a composite 0.90 quantile by combining the individual 0.95 quantiles; in this case, that is an upper 0.90 quantile of 50 minutes. But, in the overlapping case, if the target job start time is the 0.95 quantile of 30 minutes, there clearly is a probability of 99% that the files will be done transferring in 30 minutes. Thus, the composite upper bound in this case is actually the 0.94 quantile of 30 minutes. In comparison to the serial case, we decreased the bound (30 minutes rather than 50 minutes) while increasing the quantile (0.94 versus 0.90). In general, for two phases that overlap completely (i.e., start at the same time), the composite upper quantile is the product of the two individual quantiles. and the corresponding bound is the maximum of the two individual bounds.
Figure 4.4: Timeline for the serial and overlapping phases of an urgent computation. In I, the phases are serial. In II and III, the input and resource allocation phases are overlapped. In II, the input phase completes prior to completion of the resource allocation phase. In III, the resource allocation phase completes prior to the end of the input file staging phase. In this case, the portion of time from when the resource allocation phase ends until the input file staging phase ends represents wasted cycles, where the computation “spins” until the input is ready.
4.4.2 Speculative Execution of Independent Configurations

In Chapter 2, Schopf suggests speculative execution as a means to increase reliability. In terms of urgent computing, submitting multiple, independent configurations simultaneously can improve the probability of meeting the deadline for at least one of the configurations. Consider the case where a user simultaneously initiates two independent configurations of an urgent computation. If the first configuration has a probability of $Pr(config_1)$ of meeting the deadline and the second configuration has a probability of $Pr(config_2)$ of meeting the deadline, the probability that at least one of the configurations meets the deadline is $Pr(config_1) + Pr(config_2) - Pr(config_1)Pr(config_2)$. This formulation requires that $config_1$ and $config_2$ be independent events. Specifically, it requires that neither configuration utilizes the same input repository, computational resource, or output repository.

4.5 Optimizing the Probabilistic Bound for a Configuration

The above methodology describes how to generate a conservative composite upper bound on the total turnaround time for an urgent computation configuration. The composite quantile consists of the product of the individual phase quantiles. Clearly, by computing a different quantile for an individual phase, the composite quantile and bound will change as well. Thus, to determine the “optimal” probabilistic upper bound, the Advisor needs to find the combination of individual quantiles that generates the highest quantile that corresponds to a bound less than the deadline. It is more advantageous to maximize the probability rather than minimize the bound because the urgent-computing user is most interested in the probability of meeting the deadline. For example, if the deadline is in six hours, it is more useful to know that there is a 75% chance of the urgent computation completing in five and a half
hours rather than a 20% chance of finishing in less than two hours. The current methodology implemented by the Advisor is to query a small set of points for each phase and then consider all possible combinations. The highest composite quantile with a bound less than the deadline is then associated with the given configuration. If no such quantile exists, then that configuration may be ignored as the calculated probability of meeting the deadline is small. Then, the remaining configurations are presented to the user with their associated probabilities.

4.6 Limitations of the Composite Bounds

The composite upper bounds generated for this research have a number of limitations. First, an urgent computation is assumed to consist of a traditional parallel code rather than a workflow comprising of multiple interacting components that execute simultaneously on distinct resources. Second, the probabilistic bounds that are generated correspond to the probability of a single instance of the urgent computation. These bounds are not valid for multiple instances of the configuration. For example, if a user simultaneously submits 100 instances of a single urgent computation configuration, the bound is not valid for all of the instances. In such a scenario, the inherent correlation is not addressed by the predicted bounds. This situation is different from the speculative execution scenario in which independent configurations are submitted simultaneously; in the latter case, there is little correlation.
Chapter 5

Case Study

In order to evaluate the methodologies just described for generating composite upper bounds on the total turnaround time, experiments were conducted using FLASH [19] as a sample scientific simulation. FLASH is a modular, multiphysics, adaptive-mesh astrophysics code developed at the University of Chicago Astrophysics Department. It is used to study a variety of astrophysical phenomena and has scaled on some of the largest high-performance computing systems in the world. The “cellular” problem used for this research involves the material flows during nuclear burning. The case study application executes 1,000 time steps using eight levels of mesh refinement. While FLASH may not be an ideal urgent computing application, it was selected because it is an example of a well-known scientific computing code with a high level of local expertise (i.e., University of Chicago).

The FLASH code was ported to the three TeraGrid resources listed in Table 5.1, which served as the set of warm-standby resources. In order to seed the execution bounds predictor for each resource, 100 trials of the application were completed on each resource, and their execution delays (as reported by the various batch queue logs) were recorded.

Table 5.1: The three warm standby resources for the case study application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>CPUs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/ANL IA-64</td>
<td>Itanium 2 Madison (1.3/1.5 GHz)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (fastcpu)</td>
<td>Itanium 2 (1.5 GHz)</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>1262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>Intel Xeon (3.5 GHz)</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>2560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While the FLASH simulation does not require any file staging, this requirement was artificially added into the case study in order to create a full urgent computation that consists of all four phases of delay (i.e., input file staging, batch queue, execution and output file staging). The data movement requirements were loosely modeled after the requirements of a Linked Environments for Atmospheric Discovery (LEAD) [20] workflow. LEAD is one of the first users of the SPRUCE framework, and in 2007 the team worked with SPRUCE to perform real-time, on-demand, dynamically adaptive forecasts [21]. For the case study, a 3.9 GB input file is required prior to execution. The input data is available via GridFTP from two locations, the University of Indiana and the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR). The (artificial) output data is similarly sized and must be transferred to a server at the University of Indiana.

The case study consists of the six experiments outlined in Table 5.2. The remainder of this chapter discusses each experiment and its results.

## 5.1 Experiment 1: GridFTP

The purpose of the first experiment was to validate the upper bounds for the input file staging phase for the UCAR input repository. The configurations that consisted of the UCAR input repository were omitted from later experiments in order to reduce the overall number of complete trials of the case study that were completed. If the bounds for the input file staging phase are correct, as well as the bounds for the resource allocation, execution, and output file staging phases of later experiments, one can infer that the total turnaround time bounds most likely would have been correct as well. The UCAR host resides outside the TeraGrid network, and the transfers were significantly slower than those originating from the alternative input repository at Indiana. In this experiment, the upper 0.95 quantile was predicted for
Table 5.2: Brief description and purpose of each of the experiments in the case study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GridFTP</td>
<td>Test predicted bounds for GridFTP transfers.</td>
<td>Validate the methodology for bounding GridFTP transfers from UCAR input source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Test configurations utilizing normal (i.e., no SPRUCE) priority.</td>
<td>Evaluate composite methodology performance on normal priority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Preemption</td>
<td>Test configurations utilizing preemption priority.</td>
<td>Evaluate composite methodology performance on preemption priority. Validate preemption bounds predictor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Overlap</td>
<td>Test configuration with overlapping phases.</td>
<td>Evaluate gains from overlapping input and queue phases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Advisor</td>
<td>Test approximate optimization of quantile methodology.</td>
<td>Demonstrate algorithm to optimize composite quantile and discuss results.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the transfer of a GridFTP file from the UCAR host to each of the three case study resources (see Table 5.1). This procedure was repeated at least 100 times in order to track the success rate. The results of these experiments, summarized in Table 5.3, indicate that the methodology is doing a reasonable job in generating an accurate and relatively tight upper bound.

Table 5.3: Results from experiments generating an upper 0.95 quantile bound on the delay achieved in a large GridFTP transfer from the UCAR input source to one of the case study resources. The transferred file was 3.9 GB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination</th>
<th># of Trials</th>
<th>Percent &lt; Bound</th>
<th>Percent Overprediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/ANL IA-64</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>4.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>25.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2 Experiment 2: Normal Priority

The purpose of the second experiment was to validate the correctness of the bound methodology for the total turnaround time for configurations using normal priority. For this experiment, both the individual and composite bounds for the normal priority (i.e., no SPRUCE) configurations on all three resources were studied. Because the UC/ANL resource is much smaller, the application runs on 16 nodes with 2 processors per node, whereas 32 nodes with 2 processors per node are requested for Tungsten and Mercury. In these configurations, the Indiana source was used for input file staging. For each of the individual phase bounds, the upper 0.95 quantile was predicted. Thus, the resulting composite bound represents the upper 0.815 quantile (i.e., $0.95^{4} = 0.815$).

The composite upper bounds and actual delays from the three configurations are depicted in Figure 5.1. For the UC/ANL IA-64 resource, the predicted bounds
experience a significant drop midway through the experiment and closely follow the actual delays (see Figure 5.1). This is caused by the underutilization of the resource. In this experiment, 72 of the 99 completed runs experience a queue delay of one second or less. In addition, much of the time the only job queued on the resource was the case study job. These factors combined to create a bias in the predicted bounds because the stream of case study jobs was submitted during a period of low activity on the resource. Hence, a change point in the batch queue delay time series was detected by QBETS, and the predicted delays were drastically reduced. However, the data still shows that the predicted upper bound is serving its purpose in that the target probability of overall success is being met.

The results of the individual phase upper bounds as well as the overall bounds are summarized in Table 5.4, and the overprediction percentage for each phase is listed in Table 5.5. The success rate of the input file staging bounds for Tungsten is only
88%. However, several factors contributed to the low success rate. First, during the experiments, the dedicated Tungsten GridFTP server was experiencing problems that would not allow incoming connections. Hence, few probes were completed, thereby hindering the bounds predictions. After 15 runs, the experiments were shifted to use the login nodes as the GridFTP server. While this strategy eliminated the connection problem, it introduced another: the performance was a lot more variable as the server was no longer dedicated solely to handling GridFTP traffic. This variability was evident in both the probes and actual transfers.

Table 5.4: Percentage of measurements that were less than the predicted upper bound for the configurations using the Indiana input source and normal priority. For the individual phases (i.e., input, queue, execution, and output), the target quantile was 0.95; for the overall bound, the quantile was 0.815.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th># of Trials</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/ANL IA-64</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Percent overprediction for each phase of the configurations using the Indiana input source and normal priority.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/ANL IA-64</td>
<td>7.98%</td>
<td>2,379.09%</td>
<td>7.01%</td>
<td>21.89%</td>
<td>64.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>10.19%</td>
<td>4,468.23%</td>
<td>3.78%</td>
<td>5.29%</td>
<td>1,417.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>10.57%</td>
<td>4,811.20%</td>
<td>13.03%</td>
<td>-4.63%</td>
<td>1,842.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The upper bounds for the queue phase all exceed their target 95% hit rate. However, the overprediction percentage clearly shows that the bounds are not very accurate. This problem arises from the variability in batch queue delays. For example, as mentioned above, most of the time (72 out of 99 trials) the batch queue delay in the UC/ANL IA-64 configuration was one second or less. However, three queue delays were more than 6,900 seconds, including one that lasted over 10,800 seconds. In the
case of Mercury and Tungsten, the overprediction rate is even worse, as they both exceed 4,000%.

The execution bounds for all three phases do particularly well in terms of correctness and tightness. Both the UC/ANL and Tungsten resources exceed the target 95% success probability, with Mercury performing just below at 93%. The overprediction rates are also reasonable, at less than 14%. These results indicate that the BMBP tool is performing well, thus supporting its use as the execution delay bounds predictor. Again, one of the reasons it was selected was its general nature. This is highlighted by the UC/ANL resource, which consists of processors of two different clock speeds (1.5 and 1.7 GHz). As a result, the execution delay is bimodal, yet these results show not only a 100% success rate but also a very tight bound.

The results for the output phase are also promising. First, this phase possesses the inherent challenge that the bounds predictions are made for the bandwidth at a given point in time, but the transfer is not initiated until some later point. Even if there is no significant queue delay, the predictions are still for some point two to three hours in the future for this experiment. And, in the worse case, the output phase did not begin until more than 12 hours after the predictions were made. For the UC/ANL IA-64 resource, all 17 misses (as seen in Table 5.4) occurred in a span of 18 trials. During this time, there was a problem with the probe framework and practically no probes were getting through. The result was that the bounds predictions were not adjusting to the current bandwidth. Once the probes began getting through, the predicted bounds were not exceeded in any of the remaining 70 trials. For Mercury, two of the output transfers actually failed because one of the GridFTP servers did not allow a connection. The remaining 12 misses were often the result of making predictions for transfers occurring in the future. This was evident in the data, where often after one of the misses, the prediction for the output bound of the subsequent trial would see a large increase. This corresponds to the probes detecting a change in
the network bandwidth and adjusting the bounds—an adjustment that would occur during the trial in question but not be reflected in the predicted upper bound. In the case of Tungsten, the problems with the GridFTP servers were previously discussed. Nine of the misses occurred while using the misbehaving dedicated server, which experienced very few probes getting through. The remainder of the misses occurred while using the more variable login node as the GridFTP server.

The overall bounds perform well, in terms of correctness. Each of the resources experience a success rate greater than 96% while the conservative target rate is only 81.5%. The reason for the success was due primarily to the conservative nature of the batch queue bounds. Often, the predicted batch queue bound was nearly as large as the actual delay of the total turnaround time. For these experiments, the overprediction of the batch queue phase always accounted for the misses in other phases. The average delay for each configuration along with the average predicted bounds are presented in Table 5.6. The conservative nature of the bounds is particularly evident for Mercury and Tungsten, where the bounds are more than an order of magnitude larger than the actual delay.

Table 5.6: Average delay and bound (in seconds) for the total turnaround time of the configurations using the Indiana input source and a normal priority.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Average Delay</th>
<th>Average Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/ANL IA-64</td>
<td>10,833</td>
<td>17,869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>8,696</td>
<td>131,951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>7,631</td>
<td>148,233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of this experiment indicate that the composite bounds are correct but not very accurate. The primary reason for the inaccuracy is the overprediction of the batch queue delay bounds. This is a result of the inherent variability in batch queue delay for highly used computational resources. However, this inaccuracy was also evident in the relatively underused UC/ANL resource. This overprediction is also
an implicit argument for SPRUCE, which aims to reduce batch queue delay through elevated priority. As a result, the bounds for SPRUCE jobs should be lower and tighter than the bounds generated for normal jobs.

5.3 Experiment 3: Next-To-Run Priority

The purpose of the third experiment was to further validate the next-to-run bounds predictor and demonstrate the utility of the composite bounds for a SPRUCE urgent computation. The next-to-run experiment consisted of using the Indiana input source, UC/ANL IA-64 resource (16 nodes with 2 processors per node), and an urgency level of “high.” At this point, there was an execution history of roughly 200 trials, 100 to seed the bounds predictor and 100 trials from the normal configuration experiment. Because the execution bounds in the previous experiment performed well, the execution delay for this experiment was emulated by randomly sampling the execution history. The aim was to avoid the needless wasting of CPU cycles by continually running the case study application. In order to generate valid queue delays, however, a dummy job (e.g., *hello world*) was submitted to the batch scheduler requesting the same number of nodes and wall clock time as before. Once the dummy job finished execution, the execution delay was sampled and the case study urgent computation slept for the appropriate time. As was the case in the normal configuration experiments, the 0.95 quantile was predicted for the four individual phases, with the resulting composite 0.815 quantile for the total turnaround time.

The predicted bounds plotted against the actual delay are shown in Figure 5.2. Here, the projected bounds are much tighter than in the previous experiments using normal priority. In all, 98 trials of this configuration were completed. The results of the predicted bounds are summarized in Table 5.7, and the overprediction percentage for each phase is listed in Table 5.8.
Figure 5.2: Predicted upper 0.815 quantile versus the actual delay achieved by the configuration using the Indiana input source and next-to-run priority for the UC/ANL IA-64 resource.

Table 5.7: Percentage of measurements less than the predicted upper bound for the configuration using the Indiana input source, next-to-run priority, and UC/ANL resource. For the individual phases (i.e., input, queue, execution, and output), the target quantile was 0.95; for the overall bound, the quantile was 0.815.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th># of Trials</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/ANL IA-64</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: Percent overprediction for each phase of the configuration using the Indiana input source, next-to-run priority, and UC/ANL resource.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/ANL IA-64</td>
<td>8.04%</td>
<td>46.37%</td>
<td>4.54%</td>
<td>41.47%</td>
<td>11.27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With the next-to-run priority, the success rate of the upper bound for the queue phase is just under 92%. However, all of the misses occurred at the beginning of the experiment (in the first 20 trials). During this time, there was a burst of activity on the resource, including the submission of 25 8-hour, 8-node jobs. The result was that the next-to-run jobs would actually have a nontrivial batch queue delay. However, this delay was smaller than if the case study job had been submitted as a normal job. In that case, that job would have most likely waited until nearly all of the 8-node jobs had finished. There was also a single 24-hour job submitted that requested enough nodes such that the next-to-run job could not begin. In the plot, this corresponds to the single large spike of the actual delay which occurred when the job waited in the queue for over 13 hours. Noteworthy, however, is the fact that the overprediction percentage has dropped to roughly 46%, a substantial improvement on the overprediction rate that occurred for the normal configuration on the same resource.

For the total turnaround time bounds, a success rate of nearly 94% was achieved with a significantly smaller overprediction rate than achieved in the normal priority experiments. These results clearly indicate that the composite bounds are not only correct but also more accurate. Moreover, the results offer further validation of the next-to-run bounds predictor, which is producing correct bounds that are significantly tighter than the normal priority bounds. Consequently, the composite bounds are also much tighter, which is evidenced by the fact that the average trial had a delay of 11,562 seconds and the average composite bound was 12,966 seconds.

5.4 Experiment 4: Preemption Priority

The purpose of the preemption experiment was to validate the bounds prediction methodology for the preemption policy. This experiment consisted of the configu-
ration using the Indiana input source, UC/ANL IA-64 resource (16 nodes, with 2 processors per node) and urgency level of “critical.” As was the case in the normal configuration experiments, the 0.95 quantile was predicted for the four individual phases, with the resulting composite 0.815 quantile for the total turnaround time. The preemption bounds were generated from a history of 100 preemption trials that were used to seed the bounds generator. In order to avoid the clear impact on jobs outside of the case study, both the 100 preemption seed trials and the trials for this experiment were conducted as follows. First, a job was submitted that requested the necessary number of nodes (i.e., 16). Then, a preemptive job was submitted to the same set of nodes. This avoided the unnecessary killing of outside jobs. For this experiment, the dummy job was submitted and allowed to begin execution prior to the bounds predictions and initiation of the trial. As in the next-to-run case, the execution delay for the preemptive job was emulated from the execution history.

The plot of the actual delay versus the predicted bounds is depicted in Figure 5.3. In all, 109 trials of this experiment were conducted. Similar to the next-to-run experiments, the upper bound is relatively tight. In contrast to the next-to-run experiment, there are no large spikes in the actual delay that exceed the predicted bounds by a large margin. This is a result of the fact the preemption policy eliminates some of the variability that can occur in batch queue delay. Even with the next-to-run policy, there were instances where the resource was fully used and the job was queued for a significant amount of time. It is important to note that with both the next-to-run and preemption policies, large batch queue delays can occur if other SPRUCE jobs are currently executing or queued that are of equal or greater urgency. This situation was not addressed in this case study, though the Advisor provides a summary of the current queue state to the user that includes the number of SPRUCE jobs currently running and queued on the resource.

The results of the individual and composite bounds are depicted in Table 5.9, and
Figure 5.3: Predicted upper 0.815 quantile versus the actual delay in using the Indiana input source, preemption priority, and the UC/ANL IA-64 resource. A total of 109 trials were conducted.
the overprediction percentages are summarized in Table 5.10. Of interest are the batch queue bounds, which achieved a 94% success rate. The overprediction rate for the preemption bounds was 75%. This was due to the variability seen in the preemption delays throughout the experiments. Typically, the preemption delay for 16 nodes was around 170 to 300 seconds. During these experiments, however, there were a number of times where the delay was significantly longer, including a delay of over 1,300 seconds. Several problems with the resource (e.g., node configuration errors) also cropped up and were resolved during the experiment. Even with these problems, however, the predicted bounds perform well in terms of correctness.

Table 5.9: Percentage of measurements less than the predicted upper bound for the configuration using the Indiana input source, preemption priority, and UC/ANL resource. For the individual phases (i.e., input, queue, execution, and output), the target quantile was 0.95; for the overall bound, the quantile was 0.815.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th># of Trials</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/ANL IA-64</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: The percent overprediction for each phase of the configurations utilizing the Indiana input source, preemption priority and UC/ANL resource.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/ANL IA-64</td>
<td>5.72%</td>
<td>75.08%</td>
<td>4.39%</td>
<td>7.39%</td>
<td>6.45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all, the results from this experiment demonstrate the correctness and accuracy of the bounding methodology for the preemption priority. Similar to the next-to-run priority, this priority mechanism greatly reduces the overprediction seen with normal priority. And, as one would expect, the preemption policy provides a lower average delay (10,350 seconds) and lower average composite bound (11,019 seconds) than the next-to-run priority—despite the fact that all jobs in the preemption experiment had a non-trivial batch queue delay. However, this delay was much less variable than in the next-to-run experiment. This result supports the hypothesis that as the elevated
priority increases, the average delay will decrease with correspondingly tighter upper bounds.

5.5 Experiment 5: Overlapping Input and Resource Allocation Phases

The purpose of the fifth experiment was to determine the significance of the benefit gained from overlapping the input file staging phase with the resource allocation phase. The benefit is an increase in the composite quantile with a lower corresponding bound. This experiment targeted the 0.95 quantile for the queue, execution, and output phases. However, because the queue bounds were so conservative, the 0.9995 quantile for the input phase was used. As a result, the composite quantile for the overlapped phases is 0.9995 * 0.95 = 0.949, which results in the 0.857 overall quantile. From a practical standpoint, the job had to be able to handle the situation where it began execution but the input data was not yet available. For this experiment, the job was modified so that it would “spin” until the data was available. These experiments were conducted on the configuration that consisted of the Indiana input source, the Mercury resource, and normal priority. Because an execution history of 200 runs was now available for Mercury, the execution delay was emulated by randomly sampling the execution history after the input data was available. In addition, the requested wall clock time was also increased in order to account for the potential extra execution time. For these experiments, the wall clock time was increased by the bound corresponding to the upper 0.95 quantile for the input phase. This modification could potentially place the job into a new group for the QBETS tool. However, this experiment tracked the predicted bounds for both the original requested wall clock time and the modified wall clock time, and they were equal.
The predicted bounds plotted against the actual delays are shown in Figure 5.4, and the results of the probabilistic bounds are summarized in Table 5.11. In all, 102 trials of this configuration were completed. In this experiment, all of the phases met the targeted success rate of 95% except for the output phase, which had a success rate of 92%. However, this had little impact on the overall success rate: all 102 trials finished with a delay less than the upper bound. Also, the overlapped input and queue phases all met the combined upper bound for these two phases. In this case, the upper bound for the batch queue was so conservative that it always served as the upper bound for the overlapped phases. The gain was that the bound for the input phase (which was now the 0.9995 quantile rather than the 0.95) was subsumed by the batch queue bound. In this experiment, the typical savings was 1,600 seconds in the composite bound.

Table 5.11: Percentage of measurements less than the predicted upper bound for the configuration using the Indiana input source, normal priority, and overlapping input and queue phases on the Mercury resource. For the queue, execution, and output phases, the target quantile was 0.95; for the overlapped input phase, the target quantile was 0.9995; for the overall bound, the quantile was 0.857. There were a total of 102 trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Overlapped I&amp;Q</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overprediction percentage for each phase is listed in Table 5.12. As in previous experiments, the batch queue delay in the normal priority accounts for the conservativeness of the overall bound. However, by overlapping the input and queue phase, some of this conservativeness is absorbed by the actual input delay. The overall overprediction rate is actually higher than in the normal priority experiment. However, the overprediction rate for the batch queue phase in this experiment is also four times larger than the rate in the normal priority experiment for Mercury. The benefit from overlapping the phases is evidenced by the fact that the overprediction
Figure 5.4: Predicted upper 0.857 quantile versus the actual delay achieved by the configuration using the Indiana input source, normal priority, and overlapping input and queue phases for the Mercury resource.
rate for the overlapped phases is less than half the rate for the queue phase (as seen in Table 5.12). In this experiment, the average trial lasted 6,362 seconds, whereas the average bound was 124,906 seconds.

Table 5.12: Percent overprediction for each phase of the configuration using the Indiana input source, normal priority and overlapping input and queue phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Overlapped I&amp;Q</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>18.68%</td>
<td>15,117%</td>
<td>6,480%</td>
<td>3.15%</td>
<td>3.52%</td>
<td>1,863%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This experiment demonstrated the potential savings possible by overlapping the queue and input phases. In general, the phase with a lower bound is subsumed by the other phase. This savings had little effect in this experiment where the vast overprediction of the batch queue phase overshadowed the overlap. However, a similar approach should be applicable to the configurations using the elevated SPRUCE priorities. Such experiments should be included in future work.

5.6 Experiment 6: Advisor - Approximately Optimizing the Quantile

While the previous experiments explored the correctness and accuracy of the bounds, they also highlighted their conservative nature, particularly in the case of the batch queue bounds for the normal priority. This, in part, was due to the fact that the experiments considered the upper 0.95 quantile for each individual phase. However, it is possible to query other quantiles from each of the bounds generators and determine an approximately optimal probability that a given configuration will meet the deadline (as described in Section 4.5). For this experiment, the following quantiles were predicted for each phase:

- Input: [0.9995, 0.999, 0.9975, 0.995, 0.99, 0.975, 0.95, 0.90]
• Queue: [0.95, 0.75, 0.50]
• Execution: [0.99, 0.90, 0.80, 0.70, 0.60, 0.50]
• Output: [0.9995, 0.999, 0.9975, 0.995, 0.99, 0.975, 0.95, 0.90]

Thus, there were a total of 1,152 possible combinations to create a composite upper bound with a quantile that ranged from 0.20 to 0.94. Every hour for over 11 days, the predicted quantiles were queried from the various bounds predictors. Then, the possible combinations were considered to determine the highest quantile corresponding to a bound that was less than the deadline. In this experiment, no configurations were executed—this experiment served only to illustrate how the bounds change over time and what the highest quantile for the total turnaround time was for each configuration. In Figure 5.5, the best and worst quantiles are plotted for each of the configurations consisting of the Indiana input source. These quantiles are calculated as either the product of the highest quantiles of each individual phase or the product of the lowest available quantiles. Thus, the composite upper 0.94 and upper 0.20 quantiles are plotted for each configuration. First, in most of the plots a small gap occurs from runs 53 through 80 where there was a problem with the batch queue predictors returning an error. Thus, there is no data for these runs. However, the preemption plot does not include this gap because it generates its predictions from a local bounds generator rather than from the QBETS service.

In Figure 5.5, the variability in the normal priority configurations is apparent (note the different scales in each plot). Similar to the previous experiments, the upper 0.94 quantile for the UC/ANL configuration with normal priority exhibits a bias in the latter half of the plot. The reason is that this experiment was conducted while the preemption experiments were being conducted. Thus, the batch queue bounds began reflecting the performance of those experiments. The large differences exhibited in the normal priority configurations are driven by the batch queue predictions. By
Figure 5.5: Composite bounds of 0.94 and 0.20 for various configurations.
dropping the batch queue quantile from 0.95 to 0.50, there is a very substantial drop in the corresponding bound. Of interest are the plots for the elevated priorities (i.e., next-to-run and preemption). In these two plots, the bounds are not only significantly lower than the normal priority for the UC/ANL resource but also much tighter and with less variability over time. These results are evidence that the elevated priority mechanisms are having their intended effect on the composite total turnaround times. Namely, that they provide SPRUCE users with a much tighter upper bound than the bound for a normal priority job.

Again, the purpose of the Advisor is to maximize the probability that a configuration will meet a given deadline. In Figure 5.6, this was done for the given configurations using a deadline of six hours. In the plot, the highest probability for a bound that is less than six hours is depicted for three configurations: Mercury/Indiana/normal, UC/Indiana/normal, and UC/Indiana/next-to-run. The Tungsten configuration was not pictured because it was unable to generate a bound less than the deadline in any of the trials. Similarly, the preemption configuration for UC/ANL was not depicted because every trial corresponded to the composite 0.94 upper quantile. First, the next-to-run configuration always provides a 94% chance of meeting the six-hour deadline by generating a probabilistic upper bound less than six hours. The normal configuration for the UC/ANL resource has some variability where either a 75% chance of meeting the deadline is reported or a 94% chance. The Mercury configuration exhibits spans of time where no possible combination of individual phase quantiles result in a composite bound less than the deadline. However, there are times when the Mercury configuration has a similar probability of meeting the deadline as the next-to-run configuration. In such a case, a SPRUCE user may decide to submit a job normally rather than spend a token to submit the job as next-to-run. Also, there are times where the next-to-run and preemption configurations both result in a 94% chance of meeting the deadline. In this case, the user may select the
next-to-run option rather than unnecessarily killing other jobs that may be executing on the resource.

Figure 5.6: Highest quantiles with a bound less than the six-hour deadline for the following configurations: (1) Mercury, Indiana, normal; (2) UC/ANL, Indiana, normal; and (3) UC/ANL, Indiana, next-to-run.

This experiment demonstrates the utility of the simple algorithm implemented by the Advisor to approximate the optimal composite probability by discretizing the quantiles of the individual phases. At a given point of time, each potential configuration has an associated probability of meeting its deadline. If there are multiple configurations with a high probability of success, the user may select the configuration with the less invasive priority (e.g., next-to-run rather than preemption) in an effort to diminish the impact on other users.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

This research has presented a set of methodologies and heuristics that may be used to generate probabilistic upper bounds on the total turnaround time for an urgent computation. These bounds can then be used by the user to select the resource that offers the greatest probability of meeting a given deadline. In the experiments where a normal priority (i.e., no SPRUCE) was used, the variability in batch queue delay clearly results in an overly conservative bound. In the case study, this conservativeness resulted in a composite upper bound that was more than an order of magnitude larger than the actual delay achieved. While such a bound would have little value to an urgent computing user, this behavior is an implicit argument for SPRUCE, which seeks to reduce the amount of time that urgent computations will spend waiting in a batch queue. As a side effect, the bounds generated for these elevated priorities have been shown in the case study to be significantly more accurate while retaining their correctness. However, because the resource allocation bound is generated on previously observed events, it is possible that current queue state can inform the user of situations in which the bounds are overly conservative or when the bounds might be exceeded. In such situations, the user will be able to select an alternative configuration.

This research contributes the first experimentation with the next-to-run batch queue methodology in a Grid resource selection capacity. Moreover, this research is the first to use the BMBP methodology to generate probabilistic upper bounds on execution delay. The case study results indicate that this methodology did a reasonable job
in providing both correct and accurate bounds. In addition, the general nature of the tool was highlighted in the case of the UC/ANL resource, which consists of two nodes types with distinct CPU clock speeds. As a result, the execution delays for this resource were bimodal, depending on the nodes that were allocated. The BMBP methodology did not have a problem with this bimodality.

This research also introduces a methodology of creating composite probabilistic bounds based on individual phase bounds generated from several different methodologies. These composite bounds were shown to be correct in all the experiments of the case study and were relatively accurate for the bounds using elevated priorities. As a result, these bounds would provide useful guidance to users in the urgent computing domain.
Chapter 7

Future Work

While the Advisor prototype has generated several interesting results, it has also highlighted several areas for future research. In the immediate future, the next-to-run bounds predictors should be ported to the Mercury and Tungsten resources. Further validation of the tool on larger resources that do not suffer from the underutilization problems of the UC/ANL resource would be beneficial. Also, SPRUCE is currently supported at a number of TeraGrid sites with next-to-run as the policy. Making this tool available for those resources is necessary for the Advisor to be able to compute the composite upper bounds for SPRUCE users.

In addition, the warm standby mechanism that the Advisor relies on needs to be standardized and automated. The mechanism is currently cobbled together by a series of scripts that were used in the case study. In order for the Advisor tool to be offered to SPRUCE users (such as LEAD), this mechanism must be in place.

Another possible future consideration for the Advisor is resource reservations. If an urgent computing user is able to create a reservation on a resource, the uncertainty about when the job will begin execution is eliminated. In this case, the input data may be transferred ahead of time. With regard to the Advisor, the probability of meeting the deadline would now consist only of the execution delay and output file staging. From the case study experiments, these two bounds tended to be both correct and accurate, which would most likely provide the user with a much more useful bound (with less overprediction) without the user having to submit an urgent computation at an elevated priority.
One interesting research project that could be incorporated into the urgent computing model is network provisioning. Gommans, et al. [22] suggest a token-based approach to enable access to connection-oriented network resources. In the SPRUCE model, once a token is activated for urgent computation, one could also allocate the necessary data transport facilities to ensure data transfer at maximum bandwidth. For the Advisor, reserving network bandwidth would affect the file staging phases. Not only would such a reservation increase the average bandwidth for file staging, but it would also most likely decrease the variability. With this modification, the Advisor would need to be able to periodically monitor the bandwidth for a reserved network path.
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